
Clink here                                           to watch the concert live

It's not everyday that one gets a stage to sing.. and even one does, being part of an A
CAPPELLA ACT or an UNPLUGGED singing team is something that remains a distant dream
for many.

However, at PAADARIVOM PADIPPARIVOM, where new benchmarks get set everytime and
where amateur singers get an opportunity to perform on the big stage in front of an
audience, Singing is always a pleasure.

After months of practice, burning the midnight oil and going through the hard SINGING
drills and Vocal exercises, our team members are all set to showcase their singing prowess!

Saturday is going to be a fun filled event, one could say, without batting an eyelid. So, block
your calendars and head to the MEDAI To fall in love with some great music.
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MEMBERS CONCERT - ACAPPELLA AND UNPLUGGED

SWARAM FOR FILM SONGS -
AAYIRAM NILAVE VAA

Music has healing powers... and if you want to understand HOW
and WHAT it does...

Read More - Page  3

Learn the swaram for Aayiram Nilave Vaa song from the movie Naan
Adimai Pen. This super classical composition by Shri KV Mahadevan was
sung by Singers SPB & P Susheela

Read More - Page 5

MUSIC AND MEDICINE - Dr.
Sashikala Venugopal

https://www.facebook.com/events/6415304431883059
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbCVFI6C6TY
http://sundar72.squarespace.com/music-and-me/2023/5/22/sometimes-all-you-have-to-do-is-listen.html
http://sundar72.squarespace.com/music-and-me/2023/5/22/sometimes-all-you-have-to-do-is-listen.html
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1. Name the First Dolby Digital Indian Film.

2. ஏேதா ெந�ச�� ஆைச வ��, எ�ென�னேமா
ஆக�� ேபா��, ேசராம� �ரா� வாட� �ளிரி�
வா�� மன� - Find the song.

3. It's you, it's you, the sound that knocks my heart.
Beautifully broken, you mean it. - Find the Tamil
Song

Please send in your answers to these questions to
music@learn2learn.in, clearly mentioning your full
name, contact number and location with the
Subject PP Times - Quiz #19 and ~WIN PP
Merchandize

Answers for Quiz #18

1. Name the First Auro Sound Tamil Movie -
Viswaroopam

2. வான� என�ெகா� ேபாத� மர�, நா��
என�க� ேசத� த��, ஒ� நா� உலக� �த� ெப��,
த��நா� ந�க�� ேதத� வ�� - Idhu Oru Pon Maalai
Pozhudhu

3. You forgot sleep and hunger Just rained love all
blooms on seeing your face you give a new dawn -
Find the tamil song - பச� ��க�த மற�� ���
அ� பாச�த ெபாழி�சாேய ெதன� உ� �க�
பா��� ���� �� வ��ய�� த�தாேய (Un
Koodave Porakanum)

cd;id xd;W Nfl;Ngd;
tpilia nrhy;y Ntz;Lk;! 
MUSICAL QUIZ #19

Nfhj;J tpL!!

Please send in your answers to these questions to
music@learn2learn.in, clearly mentioning your full name, contact
number and location with the Subject PP Times - Connection #17 and ~
WIN PP Merchandize
Answers for Connection #16

Malai Kaatru
Vandhu

Minnaley Nee

Dhevadhaiyei
Kanden

Find the tamil songs #17 
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Learn to Sing
Idhayam Oru Kovil
From our mentor

Koushik..!!!

PP - INSTA PAGE
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?DID YOU
KNOW

P P  C O N D U C T S

Q U A R T E R L Y  M E M B E R ' S  C O N C E R T S ,

E X C L U S I V E L Y  F O R  O U R  M E M B E R S ,

T H U S  M A K I N G  T H E  B A T H R O O M  T O

G R E E N R O O M  C O N C E P T  C O M E  T R U E !

http://learn2learn.in/
https://youtu.be/ecqOQUblf88
https://youtu.be/ecqOQUblf88
https://youtu.be/ecqOQUblf88
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In the rustling of the leaves and the swaying of the trees
In the gentle rush of the flowing rivers and the rumbling lashing of the raging seas,
In the silent caress of the subtle breeze and the trembling boom of the ravaging hurricane
In the buzz of the bumble bee and the song of the nightingale

Music is the most natural form of communication- evolutionally and phylogenetically. Language and speech
are very recently acquired skills when compared to music. And all languages are basically derived from sounds
- referred to as Phonetics.

Music is UBIQUITOUS in nature 

Yes - we could just on, but the list will not be complete. There is MUSIC EVERYWHERE AND There is MUSIC IN
EVERYTHING. MUSIC is always primarily an EMOTIONAL OUTFLOW. It is the MASTER OF ALL EMOTIONS - and can
invoke and provoke all kinds of emotions - joy, melancholy, sorrow, compassion,love, romance, devotion,
courage, anger,disgust, fear, lust etc.

It is scientifically proven that music is very potent influencer on the human psyche. 
We are all aware of all these various facets of music - But what does MUSIC have to do with MEDICINE - I can
hear you ask !

Well - a lot more than we can ever imagine!

MEDICINE :

Practising medicine is an art - where the trained physician assesses and analyses the condition presented ,
then applying diagnostic tools delineates the most probable cause and thereafter prescribes a treatment
regime. Does this mean that practising Medicine is all about treating the sick and removing diseases? This is
how modern medicine is being portrayed - but unfortunately this is not the way it is meant to be.

Fundamentally, the art of medicine aims at facilitating a status of good HEALTH in the population. That brings
us to the next question - What is HEALTH? A mere absence of disease? Health is a status of the equilibrium
between the four main aspects of WELL-BEING :

PHYSICAL, MENTAL, SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL.

Physical health is only one aspect of health. More importantly, physical health is directly dependent on the
other three aspects - and disruptions in physical health is often due to some derailment in the other three.

Mental health is the most important factor in determining the health of the individual - and sadly the most
often neglected factor too. As we all know two thirds of the modern diseases are life style diseases and stress
is the common causative factor in all of them.

Social  Health - man is a social animal. Being an active part of the society is an absolute requirement for well
being. 

HTTP://LEARN2LEARN.INFOR ADVS: 8668018282

MUSIC AND MEDICINE 

Dr. Sashikala
Venugopal

(PP Member)

A combination of notes in a specific sequence?
A compilation of sound frequencies set in a pattern that pleases the ear and mind ?
A form of expression of creativity ?
A refuge for troubled minds - a stress buster, probably?

MUSIC - HOW DO WE DEFINE MUSIC?

Is music just an Art Form ?

Well, of course ! Music is all this and much, much more. Music is, in fact , A BASIC INSTINCT
OF ALL FORMS OF LIFE !

June 24th, 2023

http://learn2learn.in/
http://learn2learn.in/
http://sundar72.squarespace.com/music-and-me/2023/5/22/sometimes-all-you-have-to-do-is-listen.html
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Spiritual Health - Spirituality is about seeking a meaningful connection with something bigger than oneself -
not necessarily through religion . An inward search of meaning and purpose. This aspect is also directly
connected to the mental well being of the individual.

It is now evident that mental health is the crucial factor that impacts health. And we just saw that MUSIC has
PROFOUND EFFECTS on the mind and the brain. Being the MASTER MODIFIER, Music can greatly EMPOWER the
mind and IMPACT mental health.

Music, as a therapeutic tool, has been widely used across the world from time immemorial. Our ancient
scholars have identified the various beneficial effects of music and it's application. The PRANAVA mantra OM
has profound influence on the energy system of the body. Powerful mantras have been devised from Vedic
ages and been passed on to us. A treasure trove is available waiting to be explored further.

Music therapy is now being used for a wide variety of conditions as an adjunct to other treatment modalities.
Specific types of music are being advocated for specific conditions with beneficial effects. I am sure each of
you will have experiences to share in this regard. As an amateur singer and a physician, I started searching and
collecting a lot of information on this aspect. I will be sharing them in the subsequent editions of PP Times. Let’s
explore this together…Please do share your experiences where music has helped you or your loved ones heal in
some way. 

Paadarivom Padipparivom in association with India Turns Pink, Kalyanmayee and Airports Authority of India and Manila Tamil Sangam

SINGATHON 2023 - 108 HRS SINGING MARATHON

Singing is pleasure. Singing in front of an audience is delight and SINGING For a cause is a DOUBLE DELIGHT

Come October - and that double delight delicacy is what we are about to serve to our audiences across theglobe
through our SING-A-THON- a whopping 108 hour singing marathon at one of the busiest places inChennai City
ever- THE CHENNAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.

108 hours of singing - a GUINNESS ATTEMPT
10,008 women to be screened for BREAST CANCER across 31 days

PAADARIVOM PADIPPARIVOM in collaboration with INDIA TURNS PINK - an NGO which has been continuouslydoing
great work in this space for a long time, have come together for the 3rd time in succession. Apart fromthe great
amount of music that's sure to leave audiences mesmerized, one needs to remember the cause thatwe are doing
all this for - a small contribution of INR 365 could potentially make a difference to the life of 1person around us.

October 18th to October 22nd
A FUND RAISER
365 rupees - which is just 1 rupee/day
A chance to make a difference to the societies around us!!!

Let's get together and create a BREAST CANCER FREE INDIA 2030.
If you want to Volunteer Contact : 8668018282

June 24th, 2023TIMES
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SWARAM FOR FILM SONGS - AAYIRAM NILAVE VAA

June 24th, 2023

Singers : SPB and P.Susheela || Music by : K.V. Mahadevan || Movie: Adimai Penn

PALLAVI :

Male : Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa         Oar       aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
                G,MRS           SS,          RG             P,,          R,M         G,MRS        SS,          RG             P,, 
              Idhazho   ram     suvai     the      da         Puthu         paadal      vizhi      paada      paada
                DDD     PGPG      DD       DSD    DPM,        NN             N,NNDP    PMM       R,MG         MRS               - (2)
              Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa          Oar              aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
                G,MRS           SS,           RG             P,,      R,M,MPM         G,MRS         SS,           RG        DPM2P,, 

CHARANAM - 1 :

Male : Nalliravu     thunaiyiru         ka           Naamiruvar          thaniyiruka
              P,NDP,M,       MMMM        DDPPG        GM,MP,G             M,.MMSSD,S
              Naanamenna    bhaa   vam          enna             Nadai      thalarndhu      ponadhenna
                  DS,DP,M,            M,        M,     NNPDNPM,G,      GG,              MP,G                MM,M,M,M,                 - (2)
             Illai       urakam       orae      Manam       ennaasai      paaraayo
              PP            NNS             NS             NS                S,S,R            N,N,D,PM                                                             - (2)
              En       uyirilae      unnai     ezhudha      Ponmeni     thaa          raayo
              G         MNDS         N,ND         M,D,P           M,P,G,G,     M,M      NNPMGRNS
             Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa          Oar              aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
               G,MRS           SS,           RG             P,,           R,M,               G,MRS         SS,           RG            P,, 

TIMES

CHARANAM - 2 :

Female : Mannavanin   thol    Iran         dai            mangai     endhan     kai      Thazhuva
                      SDSDP,M,      M,M,   MM   RGMRS,N,        N,S,              R,N,           S..,         S,S,S,
                   kaar   ku     zhalum      Paai      viri     kum       kan  si   van  dhu  Vaai    velu        kum
                     S,       R,      M,R,M,         M,       MM  MP,MR,,    M     P      D      M        P,      P,P,P  DPMPDSDS  - (2)
                  Indha  mayakam       Ezhil      mugam      Muthaaga      verkaadho
                     PP         D  D  S             N S            N S              N  S, R           N,N,ND,PM,                                                - (2)
                   Andha    ninaivil      Vandhu  vi     zhun     dhen     Kothaana      poo         vaaga
                    MM           NDS              N  D      M         D             P           MPG3G3      M,M     NNPMGRNS
                  Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa         Oar       aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
                    G,MRS           SS,          RG             P,,          R,M         G,MRS        SS,          RG             P,, 
                   Idhazho   ram     suvai     the      da         Puthu         paadal      vizhi      paada      paada
                     DDD      PGPG      DD       DSD    DPM,        NN             N,NNDP    PMM       R,MG         MRS          - (2)
                  Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa          Oar              aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
                     G,MRS           SS,           RG             P,,      R,M,MPM         G,MRS         SS,           RG        DPM2P,, 
CHARANAM - 3 :

Male :  Alli   malar       meniyi        le           aadaiyena         naanirukka...
                 P,NDP,M,       MMMM   DDPPG      GM,PM,G      M,.MMPMGMG,M
Female : Aaa..         Kallavizhi          paarvaiyi       le          Kaanum        inbam           kodi        perum
                                      P,NDP,M,             MMMM   DDPPG         GM,               PM,G           M,.MM     MM,M
Male : Aaaaaa...   Alli  malar   meniyi         le            aadaiyena    naaniru        kka...
                                    P,NDP,M,    MMMM   DDPPG      GM,PM,G       M,.MM    PMGMG,M

http://learn2learn.in/
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June 24th, 2023

Female : Aaa.. Kallavizhi      paarvaiyi        le         Kaanum       inbam       kodi      perum
                                P,NDP,M,        MMMM    DDPPG         GM,             PM,G         M,M,.    MM,M
Male  : Chinna         idaiyil             malar,            idhazh,            pattaalum       nohaadho
                  PP                NNS                   NS                      NS                       S,S,R               N,N,D,PM             - (2)
Female : Inbam     idhuvo?             Male :  Innum   ye    dhu   vo?
                     G M          NDS                                     N  D      M       DP     P  
Female : Thandhaalum        aahaa              dho
                       MPG3G3                 M,M        NNPMGRNS
Both : Aayiram        nila          vae          vaa           Oar              aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
                G,MRS           SS,           RG             P,,           R,M,               G,MRS          SS,           RG            P,, 
CHARANAM - 4 :

Male :    Poigai        enum          Neermagalum        Poovaadai      porthirundhaal
              SDSDP,M,     M,M,                   M  M  M                 RGMRS,N              S..,  S,S,S, 
Female :  Thendral   enum      Kaadhala       nin        kai  vi   la  ka     Verthu      nindraal
                        S,   R,         M,R,         M, M, M     MP,MR,,   M    P    D  M            P,               P,P,P
Male :       Aaa…            Poigai         enum      Neermagalum       Poovaadai        porthirundhaal
             DPMPDSDS   SDSDP,M,      M,M,             M  M  M                RGMRS,N                 S..,  S,S,S,
Female : Aaa… Thendral     enum    Kaadhala      nin         kai  vi   la  ka    Verthu  nindraal
                                  S,   R,            M,R,       M, M, M     MP,MR,,   M    P    D  M            P,           P,P,P
Male : Enna    thudipo   Aval   nilai     nee      unara     maataayo
                PP          NNS        NS      NS          S,        SS,R        N,N,D,PM
Female : Andha         nilaiyil                      Male : Andha   su      ga   thai
                    G M               NDS                                          N  D       M       DP     P
Female : Naan     unara       kaa         taayo 
                      M,       PG3G3     M,M   NNPMGRNS

             Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa           Oar              aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
               G,MRS           SS,           RG             P,,           P,NS,,             D,PMR         SS,           RG            P,, 

LAST PALLAVI : 

Both : Aayiram        nila         vae          vaa         Oar       aayiram      nila         vae          vaa
                G,MRS           SS,          RG             P,,          R,M         G,MRS        SS,          RG             P,, 
              Idhazho    ram      suvai    the        da         Puthu         paadal      vizhi      paada      paada
                 DDD      PGPG      DD       DSD     DPM,        NN             N,NNDP    PMM       R,MG         MRS

http://learn2learn.in/
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ராக�த��ெபய�     : நா�ைட
ேமளக��தா எ�  : 36வ� ேமளமாக�ய சலநா�ைடய�� 
                                             ஜ�னிய�
ராக�த�� இன�  :  ஆ�

ராக�த�� �ைவ :    �ர�
ஆேராகண�           :  ஸ ரி3 க3 ம1 ப த3 ந�3 ஸ
அவேராகண�        :  ஸ ந�3 ப ம1 ரி3 ஸ
பா�வத�� ச�ற�த ேநர�    : எ�ெபா��� பாடலா�
க�நாடக இைசய�� பாட�க� ச�ல :
            1. வ�ண� - ப�மா�ந��ேன, 2. க��த� - மஹாகணபத��,
3. ப�சர�த�ன� - ஜகதான�தகாரகா
த�ைர இைசய�� பாட�க� ச�ல  :
            1. ெம�� ஒ� கா�ேறா�, 2. ஆள அச���, 3. ஒ�
ப�டா���ச�, 4. ச�ேதாஷ க��ேர, 5. ெச�ைன ெச�தமி�
PP - ய�� க��� ெகா��த பாட�க� : 
             1. ந��ைகேய ந��ைகேய
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PP - YT PAGE

TO ADVERTISE: PHONE: 8668018282 |  FB: HTTP://FACEBOOK.COM/LEARN2LEARNMUSIC |
YT: HTTP://YOUTUBE.COM/PAADARIVOMPADIPPARIVOM | WEB :  HTTP://LEARN2LEARN.IN

Complete Support For All Apple
Products & Smart Phones, iCloud
unlock., Face id errors., AirPods
Batteries., Memory Upgrade’s., Display
issues., CPU errors., Logic board
swap., & More…

No-52 Slim Lin Plaza
Near Kadhi Gramodyog
Bhavan, Anna Salai
Mount Road , Ch-02
Ph: 9382110101 |
04442840866
www.cellmounticare.com
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